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Asylums
Hitler and the Rise of the Nazi Party
It is the spring of 1939 in the age of
anxiety. In months Europe will be Hitler's.
And Badenheim, a resort town vaguely in the
orbit of Vienna, is preparing for its summer
season. The vacationers arrive as they always
have, a sampling of Jewish middleclass life:
the impresario Dr. Pappenheim, his musicians,
and their conductor; the gay Frau
Tsauberblit; the historian Dr. Fussholdt and
his much younger wife; the 'readers, ' twins
whose passion for Rilke is featured on their
program; a child prodigy; a commercial
traveler; a rabbi. The list waxes as the
summer wanes. To receive them in the town are
the pharmacist and his worried wife, the
hotelier and his large staff, the pastry shop
owner and his irritable baker, Sally and
Gertie (two quite respectable prostitutes),
and, mysteriously, the bland inspectors from
the "Sanitation Department." The story
unfolds as matter-of-factly as a Chekhov
play. The characters on stage are so deeply
held by their defensive daily trivia that
they manage to misconstrue every signal of
their fate. Finally, de facto prisoners in
their familiar resort, the vacationers, now
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increased by the forced crowding-in of other
Jews hardly on vacation, take on the
lineaments of undefined disaster. The text
builds a sense of foreboding in which each
human detail is so persuasive, so right in
its fidelity to the terrible evasions of the
time, that it leaves the reader transformed
by what he and the author know must happen to
Badenheim's people. Badenheim 1939 owes
everything to its author's astonishing
capacity to recreate the energies and
confusions of innocent and uncomprehending
victims who, always loyal to civility and
social graces, fail to even dimly see
thecruel terms of their imminent fate.

Storia contemporanea
The English version of the book has been
extensively revised and expanded since its
original publication in German. This edition
includes a new preface and an updated
bibliography.

Storia della Gestapo
A History of Modern Palestine
A total institution is defined by Goffman as
a place of residence and work where a large
number of like-situated, individuals, cut off
from the wider society for an appreciable
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period of time, together lead an enclosed,
formally administered round of life. Prisons
serve as a clear example, providing we
appreciate that what is prison-like about
prisons is found in institutions whose
members have broken no laws. This volume
deals with total institutions in general and,
mental hospitals, in particular. The main
focus is, on the world of the inmate, not the
world of the staff. A chief concern is to
develop a sociological version of the
structure of the self. Each of the essays in
this book were intended to focus on the same
issue--the inmate's situation in an
institutional context. Each chapter
approaches the central issue from a different
vantage point, each introduction drawing upon
a different source in sociology and having
little direct relation to the other chapters.
This method of presenting material may be
irksome, but it allows the reader to pursue
the main theme of each paper analytically and
comparatively past the point that would be
allowable in chapters of an integrated book.
If sociological concepts are to be treated
with affection, each must be traced back to
where it best applies, followed from there
wherever it seems to lead, and pressed to
disclose the rest of its family.

Hitlerland
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Dizionario della Resistenza: Luoghi,
formazioni, protagonisti
Europe Central
Analyzes a series of public domain documents
which demonstrate how the government has
misled the public, engaging in deception
about the objectives and scope of some of its
programs and perpetuating wasteful spending
and harmful cover-ups.

The Road to the City ; And, The Dry
Heart
The Temple And The Lodge
Follows Philipp Freiherr von Boeselager and
his fellow officers as they begin to
understand the horrors perpetrated by the
Third Reich and decide that they must
assassinate the Fèuhrer.

Oneri e onori
A new, comprehensive exploration of the
Gestapo from a renowned historian of the
Third Reich. Drawing on a detailed
examination of previously unpublished Gestapo
case files this book relates the fascinating,
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vivid and disturbing accounts of a crosssection of ordinary and extraordinary people
who opposed the Nazi regime. It also tells
the equally disturbing stories of the
involvement of the German citizenry in the
Gestapo’s surveillance and reveals the coldblooded, efficient methods of the Gestapo
officers. Despite its material constraints,
the degree to which the group was able to
manipulate—and collude with—the general
public is as astonishing as it is chilling,
for it reveals that the complicity of regular
German citizens in the rendition of their
associates, friends, colleagues, and
neighbors was essential in allowing the
Gestapo to extend its reach widely and
quickly. • Longlisted for 2016 PEN HessellTiltman Prize and ranked one of the 100 Best
Books of 2015 in the Daily Telegraph • With
access to previously inaccessible records,
this is the fullest and most definitive
account of the Gestapo yet published The
Gestapo will provide a chilling new doorway
into the everyday life of the Third Reich and
give powerful testimony from the victims of
Nazi terror and poignant life stories of
those who opposed Hitler's regime while also
challenging popular myths about Hitler's
secret police.

History of the German Resistance,
1933-1945
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In this enthralling historical detective
story, the authors of The Holy Blood and the
Holy Grail trace the flight after 1309 of the
Knights Templar from Europe to Scotland,
where the Templar heritage was to take root,
and would be perpetuated by a network of
noble families. That heritage, and the
Freemasonry that arose from it, became
inseparable from the Stuart cause. The Temple
and the Lodge charts the birth of Freemasonry
through the survival of Templar traditions,
through currents of European thought, through
the mystery surrounding Rosslyn chapel, and
through an elite cadre of aristocrats
attached as personal bodyguards to the French
king. Pursuing Freemasonry through the 17th
and 18th Centuries, Michael Baigent and
Richard Leigh reveal its contribution to the
fostering of tolerance, progressive values,
and cohesion in English society, which helped
to pre-empt a French-style revolution. Even
more dramatically, the influence of
Freemasonry emerges as key facto in the
formation of the United States of America as
an embodiment of the ideal 'Masonic
Republic'.

Spartan
An update of the history of Palestine since
the 1800s, which includes recent dramatic
events.
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The Hitler Years: Disaster, 1940-1945
The second volume of a new chronicle of the
Third Reich under Hitler's hand, ending with
his death and Germany's disastrous defeat. In
The Hitler Years: Disaster 1940-1945, Frank
McDonough completes his brilliant two-volume
history of Germany under Hitler’s Third
Reich. At the beginning of 1940, Germany was
at the pinnacle of its power. By May 1945,
Hitler was dead and Germany had suffered a
disastrous defeat. Hitler had failed to
achieve his aim of making Germany a super
power and had left her people to cope with
the endless shame of the Holocaust. Despite
Hitler's grand ambitions and the successful
early stages of the Third Reich's advances
into Europe, Frank McDonough convincingly
argues that Germany was only ever a middleranking power and never truly stood a chance
against the combined forces of the Allies. In
this second installment of The Hitler Years,
Professor Frank McDonough charts the dramatic
change of fortune for the Third Reich and
Germany's ultimate defeat.

Mathematical Lives
The second volume in a new, immensely
readable narrative of the rise and
catastrophic fall of the Nazi regime by a
respected expert on the Third Reich. At the
beginning of 1940 Germany was at the pinnacle
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of its power. By May 1945 Hitler was dead and
Germany had suffered a disastrous defeat.
Hitler had failed to achieve his aim of
making Germany a super power and had left her
people to cope with the endless shame of the
Holocaust. In The Hitler Years ~ Disaster
1940-1945, Professor Frank McDonough charts
the dramatic change of fortune for the Third
Reich, and challenges long-held accounts of
the Holocaust and Germany's ultimate defeat.
Despite Hitler's grand ambitions and the
successful early stages of the Third Reich's
advances into Europe, Frank McDonough argues
that Germany was only ever a middle-ranking
power and never truly stood a chance against
the combined forces of the Allies. Praise for
Frank McDonough: 'Superbly scholarly and just
as readable' DAN SNOW 'McDonough has provided
fascinating insights into the experiences of
Germans in a fickle and frightening world'
THE TIMES, on THE GESTAPO

63 Documents the Government Doesn't
Want You to Read
A fascinating and penetrating portrait of the
Kriegsmarine and their relationship with Nazi
Germany and Hitler. “In this present book I
have combined the evidence given at Nuremberg
with the material contained in the Führer
Conferences on Naval Affairs. It is
impossible to cover every aspect of the war
in one volume, and I have confined myself to
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the history, naval and political, which is, I
think, a most revealing side of Nazi Germany.
“I must warn the reader that, as this history
deals mainly with strategy and diplomacy,
there are only a few examples of individual
Nazi crimes. It should be borne in mind that
the Nazis imprisoned, murdered and
tortured—at a conservative estimate—twelve
million people. “It is also inevitable that
Hitler should emerge from these pages as a
talented and very able man. He was the sole
ruler of a powerful, modern nation for twelve
years, and obviously he could not have been a
fool; but lest there are some who think that
cleverness is the sole criterion of
greatness, I should like to quote from
Hitler’s sixteenth-century tutor, Nicolo
Machiavelli: “Yet it cannot be called talent
to slay fellow-citizens, to deceive friends,
to be without faith, without mercy, without
religion.His barbarous cruelty and inhumanity
with infinite wickednesses do not permit him
to be celebrated among the most excellent
men. What he achieved cannot be attributed
either to fortune or to genius.””

Gestapo. La storia segreta
Warsaw Boy is the remarkable true story of a
sixteen-year old boy soldier in war-torn
Poland. Poland suffered terribly under the
Nazis. By the end of the war six million had
been killed: some were innocent civilians Page 10/24
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half of them were Jews - but the rest died as
a result of a ferocious guerrilla war the
Poles had waged. On 1 August 1944 Andrew
Borowiec, a fifteen-year-old volunteer in the
Resistance, lobbed a grenade through the
shattered window of a Warsaw apartment block
onto some German soldiers running below. 'I
felt I had come of age. I was a soldier and
I'd just tried to kill some of our enemies'.
The Warsaw Uprising lasted for 63 days:
Himmler described it as 'the worst street
fighting since Stalingrad'. Yet for the most
part the insurgents were poorly equipped
local men and teenagers - some of them were
even younger than Andrew. Over that summer
Andrew faced danger at every moment, both
above and below ground as the Poles took to
the city's sewers to creep beneath the German
lines during lulls in the fierce
counterattacks. Wounded in a fire fight the
day after his sixteenth birthday and unable
to face another visit to the sewers, he was
captured as he lay in a makeshift cellar
hospital wondering whether he was about to be
shot or saved. Here he learned a lesson:
there were decent Germans as well as bad.
From one of the most harrowing episodes of
the Second World War, this is an
extraordinary tale of survival and defiance
recounted by one of the few remaining
veterans of Poland's bravest summer. Andrew
Borowiec dedicates this book to all the
Warsaw boys, 'especially those who never grew
up'. Andrew Borowiec was born at Lodz in
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Poland in 1928. At fifteen he joined the Home
Army, the main Polish resistance during the
Second World War, and fought in the ill-fated
Warsaw Uprising. After the war he left Poland
and attended Columbia University's Graduate
School of Journalism. He lives in Cyprus with
his English wife Juliet.

Fatherland
The Hitler Years, Volume 2: Disaster
1940-1945
A series of interconnected stories seeks to
contrast the moral decisions made by famous
and everyday individuals with regard to the
warring authoritarian cultures of Germany and
the USSR in the twentieth century, from a
pair of generals who collaborate with the
enemy to two heroes who place themselves at
risk for their countries. Reprint.

The Holocaust
Offers a political, social, and economic
analysis of the Weimar Republic and explores
how a politically liberal and culturally
progressive advanced society could slide into
fascism.

The Tempest
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During and in the aftermath of the dark
period of the Holocaust, writers across
Europe and America sought to express their
feelings and experiences through their
writings. This book provides a comprehensive
account of these writings through essays from
expert scholars, covering a wide geographic,
linguistic, thematic and generic range of
materials. Such an overview is particularly
appropriate at a time when the corpus of
Holocaust literature has grown to immense
proportions and when guidance is needed in
determining a canon of essential readings, a
context to interpret them, and a paradigm for
the evolution of writing on the Holocaust.
The expert contributors to this volume, who
negotiate the literature in the original
languages, provide insight into the influence
of national traditions and the importance of
language, especially but not exclusively
Yiddish and Hebrew, to the literary response
arising from the Holocaust.

Badenheim Nineteen Thirty-nine
Frank McDonough provides an authoritative,
balanced and up-to-date study of Nazi Germany
from 1933 to 1945. His text offers a
refreshing perspective on the period, by
shifting the central focus away from Hitler
the man onto his role in the broad
socioeconomic, political and cultural
developments of the period. Among the
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developments and issues explored are the
relationship between the Nazi state and the
economy, the impact of the Nazi regime on
German society and culture, Nazi foreign
policy and Hitler's role in the Holocaust.

The Bielski Brothers
Anne Frank
Twenty years after Germany's victory in World
War II, while the entire country prepares for
the U.S. president's visit, Berlin Detective
Xavier March attempts to solve the murder of
a high-ranking Nazi commander. Reprint.

Hitler And His Admirals
A groundbreaking World War II narrative
wrapped in a riveting detective story, The
Devil’s Diary investigates the disappearance
of a private diary penned by one of Adolf
Hitler’s top aides—Alfred Rosenberg, his
“chief philosopher”—and mines its long-hidden
pages to deliver a fresh, eye-opening account
of the Nazi rise to power and the genesis of
the Holocaust An influential figure in Adolf
Hitler’s early inner circle from the start,
Alfred Rosenberg made his name spreading
toxic ideas about the Jews throughout
Germany. By the dawn of the Third Reich, he
had published a bestselling masterwork that
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was a touchstone of Nazi thinking. His diary
was discovered hidden in a Bavarian castle at
war’s end—five hundred pages providing a
harrowing glimpse into the mind of a man
whose ideas set the stage for the Holocaust.
Prosecutors examined it during the Nuremberg
war crimes trial, but after Rosenberg was
convicted, sentenced, and executed, it
mysteriously vanished. New York Times
bestselling author Robert K. Wittman, who as
an FBI agent and then a private consultant
specialized in recovering artifacts of
historic significance, first learned of the
diary in 2001, when the chief archivist for
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum contacted
him to say that someone was trying to sell it
for upwards of a million dollars. The phone
call sparked a decade-long hunt that took
them on a twisting path involving a pair of
octogenarian secretaries, an eccentric
professor, and an opportunistic trash-picker.
From the crusading Nuremberg prosecutor who
smuggled the diary out of Germany to the man
who finally turned it over, everyone had
reasons for hiding the truth. Drawing on
Rosenberg’s entries about his role in the
seizure of priceless artwork and the brutal
occupation of the Soviet Union, his
conversations with Hitler and his endless
rivalries with Göring, Goebbels, and Himmler,
The Devil’s Diary offers vital historical
insight of unprecedented scope and intimacy
into the innermost workings of the Nazi
regime—and into the psyche of the man whose
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radical vision mutated into the Final
Solution.

The Gestapo
The Holocaust is a subject of enormous
historical importance. The murder of
approximately 6 million Jews stands apart as
a perhaps the most horrendous episode in
world history. In this fresh introduction,
McDonough examines the racial war-within-awar, outlining controversies and examining
how it has been popularised and
institutionalised.

L'Universo
The classic history of Adolph Hitler's rise
to power and his dramatic defeat

The Weimar Republic
It is told that not all of the 300 Spartan
warriors died in the battle of Thermopylae.
Two were saved, and they brought back a
message to the city of Sparta in order to
save them from further slaughter. Spartan is
the saga of a family torn apart by a cruel
law that forces them to abandon one of their
sons - born lame - to the elements, while the
other is trained in the caste of warriors. A
thrilling tale, lavished with historical
detail, from the author of the Alexander
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trilogy and The Last Legion, which became a
2007 film starring Colin Firth.

Freising - Il Segreto di Hitler
The compelling diary of a young girl on the
brink of maturity as her life draws to toward
its tragic end -- one of the most moving and
vivid documents of the Jewish experience.

Hitler and Nazi Germany
Murder, love, betrayal, and some of the
world’s most beautiful objets d’art come
together in Juan Manuel de Prada's
tempestuous, prize-winning novel set in
Europe’s quintessentially enigmatic city:
Venice. Alejandro Ballesteros, a young
Spanish art historian, arrives in wintry
Venice to study Giorgione's painting “The
Tempest,†? but on his first day there, he
witnesses a shocking murder and is propelled
into a dangerous web that brings together the
city's rarified academic world and a master
forger. Exploring the boundaries between art
and reality, intellect and passion, The
Tempest is a mesmerizing and thoughtprovoking novel by one of Spain’s most gifted
new writers.

Valkyrie
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The Origins of the Second World War: An
International Perspective
Many major world events have occurred since
the last key anniversary of the beginning of
the Second World War, and these events have
had a dramatic impact on the international
stage: 9/11, the Iraq War, climate change and
the world economic crisis. This is an
opportune moment to bring together a group of
major international experts who will offer a
series of new interpretations of the key
aspects of the origins of the Second World
War. Each chapter is based on original
archival research and written by scholars who
are all leading experts in their fields. This
is a truly international collection of
articles, with wide breadth and scope, which
includes contributions from historians, and
also political scientists, gender theorists,
and international relations experts. This is
an important contribution to scholarly debate
on one of the most important events of the
20th century and a subject of major interest
to the general reader, historians, students
and researchers, policy makers and conflict
prevention experts.

Dal caso Priebke al Nazi gold
Warsaw Boy
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GESTAPO: per dodici anni queste tre sillabe
hanno fatto tremare prima la Germania, poi
l’Europa intera. Centinaia di migliaia di
uomini sono stati perseguitati dagli agenti
che operavano sotto questa sigla, milioni di
esseri umani hanno sofferto e sono morti per
le loro torture e sopraffazioni. Dal 1933 al
1945 la polizia tedesca fu il principale
strumento di Hitler per il controspionaggio,
la repressione politica e l’instaurazione del
terrore sociale. Un organismo di efficienza e
orrore, rimasto nella storia umana come
l’esempio di uno strumento sociale distorto e
senza scrupoli. Jacques Delarue, un
sabotatore arrestato dai nazisti nella
Francia occupata, ne fa una fredda
descrizione, accurata ed estremamente
dettagliata: dalla struttura amministrativa
al suo funzionamento, dai personaggi alle
azioni, senza trascurare i particolari più
macabri. La Storia della Gestapo attinge a
interviste con ex agenti per fornire una
storia delle azioni politiche e sociali
compiute dalla polizia segreta di Hitler, tra
le quali l’abbattimento della resistenza
studentesca, la distruzione dei sindacati,
l’attuazione della soluzione finale. Uno
sguardo accurato sui fanatismi e le
megalomanie che hanno permesso a personaggi
come Eichmann, Himmler, Heydrich, Müller di
instaurare il regno del terrore e di condurre
a morte milioni di persone. TRADOTTO IN OLTRE
10 LINGUE Bestseller internazionale che conta
edizioni in tutto il mondo. Libro vincitore
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del Premio Letterario della Resistenza e del
Premio Aujourd’hui in Francia.

Literature of the Holocaust
In 1941, three brothers witnessed their
parents and two other siblings being led away
to their eventual murders. It was a grim
scene that would, of course, be repeated
endlessly throughout the war. Instead of
running or giving in to despair, these
brothers -- Tuvia, Zus, and Asael Bielski -fought back, waging a guerrilla war of wits
against the Nazis. By using their intimate
knowledge of the dense forests surrounding
the Belarusan towns of Novogrudek and Lida,
the Bielskis evaded the Nazis and established
a hidden base camp, then set about convincing
other Jews to join their ranks. As more and
more Jews arrived each day, a robust
community began to emerge, a "Jerusalem in
the woods." After two and a half years in the
woods, in July 1944, the Bielskis learned
that the Germans, overrun by the Red Army,
were retreating back toward Berlin. More than
one thousand Bielski Jews emerged -- alive -on that final, triumphant exit from the
woods.

Storia e vita nella Berlino di Ingeborg
Drewitz
Steps forward in mathematics often
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reverberate in other scientific disciplines,
and give rise to innovative conceptual
developments or find surprising technological
applications. This volume brings to the
forefront some of the proponents of the
mathematics of the twentieth century, who
have put at our disposal new and powerful
instruments for investigating the reality
around us. The portraits present people who
have impressive charisma and wide-ranging
cultural interests, who are passionate about
defending the importance of their own
research, are sensitive to beauty, and
attentive to the social and political
problems of their times. What we have sought
to document is mathematics’ central position
in the culture of our day. Space has been
made not only for the great mathematicians
but also for literary texts, including
contributions by two apparent interlopers,
Robert Musil and Raymond Queneau, for whom
mathematical concepts represented a valuable
tool for resolving the struggle between ‘soul
and precision.’

Anne Frank
Nel 1938, Adolf Hitler improvvisamente
abbandona Berlino per un piccolo paese della
Baviera: Freising. Cosa nasconde questo suo
viaggio? E cosa nasconde la sparizione della
sua guardarobiera Elke Hanfstaengl? Ma
soprattutto perché Reinhard Heydrich, stretto
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collaboratore di Himmler, si interessa tanto
a questa sua partenza? Della sparizione della
guardarobiera viene incaricato il comandante
della locale stazione di Polizia, il
colonello Hartmann, famoso per aver risolto
il caso della cantante Marlene Raabe,
archiviato in un primo tempo come suicidio.
Lo coadiuva un giovane poliziotto di nome
Heiden, voce narrante della storia. Adelaide
Byrne dopo aver letto il romanzo della Green,
Una strana scomparsa del 1880, ha concepito
il romanzo poliziesco che veniamo a
presentarvi, che, in un certo senso, possiamo
considerare un remake, anche se i
protagonisti e le vicende narrate non hanno
nulla a che vedere con quelli di Una Strana
Scomparsa.

The Devil's Diary
Now fully revised and reformatted, Hitler and
the Rise of the Nazi Party is an
indispensible guide to the history of the
Nazi party between its initial electoral
breakthrough in 1930 and its victory in 1933.
Arguing that the Nazis owed their success as
much to Hitler’s charismatic leadership and
their own effective propaganda and
organisation as to the weakness of the Weimar
regime, Frank McDonough provides an original
perspective on the subject as well as a
concise, readable introduction to key events
and debates. This new edition includes: A new
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introduction on the broad context of Weimar
Germany Two new chapters on the reasons for
the Nazi breakthrough in 1930 and on the
crucial 1930-1933 period New clearer studentfriendly format Supported by an expanded
documents section and fully revised
bibliography, a chronology of key events and
a who’s who of leading figures, Hitler and
the Rise of the Nazi Party will provide an
invaluable introduction for any student of
this fascinating period.

Rise And Fall Of The Third Reich
“Hitlerland is a bit of a guilty pleasure.
Reading about the Nazis is not supposed to be
fun, but Nagorski manages to make it so.
Readers new to this story will find it
fascinating” (The Washington Post). Hitler’s
rise to power, Germany’s march to the abyss,
as seen through the eyes of
Americans—diplomats, military officers,
journalists, expats, visiting authors,
Olympic athletes—who watched horrified and up
close. “Engaging if chilling…a broader look
at Americans who had a ringside seat to
Hitler’s rise” (USA TODAY), Hitlerland offers
a gripping narrative full of surprising
twists—and a startlingly fresh perspective on
this heavily dissected era.

La Gladio del lago
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